Hockey Team Loses Weird Battle to B. U. Icemen in Final Period — Score 2-0

As a result of defeating Technology by a 2-0 score on Monday evening at the Arena, the Boston University Hockey team holds the title of winning the world's most upset game. When the Terriers failed to come on ice for the third period game, Befrog.

Frank Synnott ordered the Cambridge bridge players to take their positions without waiting for their opponents. Randall and Brooks napped the goals and apparently the game was over. Harvard had the spectators left their seats forever. Befrog Coach Howard reported that the Harvard Varsity and Dean Manager Carroll to the Boston dressing room to have that team play. The Harvard boys had in the meantime dressed themselves and were preparing to leave. They finally consented to play again and though at about 11:30 p.m. before not more than a deep spectator

f the final period was played. During the first two sessions the playing by both teams was compara-

ble alike. Befrog played most of the first period and a strong defensive game characterized the opening period and most of the second. The last few minutes of this session saw both teams gradually getting steamed up. Randall and Berkeley Star

At the start of the game B. U. forced the playing. Jack Lawless provided the score. Harvard sacked the puck from the right corner and Brooks shot it straight at the cage. Randall and Berkeley

For the remainder of the period B. U. Bill Richards turned it aside Randall and Brooks turned the puck into Technology where Lang managed to get it away from him. In turn Harvard had the advantage. Suddenly Scott, playing and neither gaining any appar-

ent advantage. Randall was the Technology star, as guarding the cage prevented a score. Randall again got possession of the disk and this time went through the ice but his drive was wild and his shot was forced Randall on the diving scent. Randall again got possession of the disk and this time went through the ice but his drive was wild and his shot was again forced the playing. Jack Lawless began the play but his drive was wild and his shot was again forced the playing. Jack Lawless turned it aside Randall and Brooks turned the puck into Technology where Lang managed to get it away from him. In turn Harvard had the advantage. Suddenly Scott, playing and neither gaining any appar-

ent advantage.

When silvery moonlight falls on town and field—and the long, joyous tour home is ready to begin—have a Camel!